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Abstract: RSYR ESTATES is a widely-used purchasing and sealing platform where it is more useful for people who are to busy
in their daily works , now a day’s land sealing and purchasing is to high due to economy growth….before these the people use to
search here and there by roaming on the roads without knowing , any details about that , even people dont know weather the
property is legal or not hear we provided a well classified platform( legally certified ) in these estates before sealing to the
customer they were clearly shown in the “IGRS TELANGANA” .A property is a collection of legal documents that chronicle
transactions associated with a particular parsel of land. Generally included are references to deeds, mortgases, wills, probate
records, court litigations, basically any legal document that affects the property. The System will show the names of all property
owners, how long a particular holder owned it, and the price of the land when it was sold. Rarely will an abstract mention capital
improvements to the property. Property are considered good starting places for research on historical buildings.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Real estate is "property consisting of land and the buildings on it, along with its natural resources such as crops, minerals or water;
immovable property of this nature; an interest vested in this (also) an item of real property, (more generally) buildings or housing in
general. Also: the business of real estate; the profession of buying, selling, or renting land, buildings or housing.
rsyreststes is most popular open source marketing platform. rsyr estates has five major components: Home, About us, Services,
Contact us, Map. Mainly hear in these estates its an highly used technology and understandable one to everyone. where hear in these
estates rsyr provided a well classified, high understandable aspects to each and every individuals.
BY these estates people(educated or uneducated) are more convient for total estate purpose in all aspects.
To understand well rsyr implemented a “map” technology to understand well and to come to the correct destination….
II.
EXISTING SYSTEM
An estate, in common law, is the net worth of a person at any point in time alive or dead. It is the sum of a person's assests – legal
rights, interests and entitlements to property of any kind – less all liabilities at that time. The issue is of special legal significance on
a question of bankruptcy and death of the person. Depending on the particular context, the term is also used in reference to an
estates in land or of a particular kind of property (such as real estate’s or personal estates). The term is also used to refer to the sum
of a person's assets only.
As in these estates existing the site details such as home, about us, contact us, map etc….
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Here, we propose a novel approach to optimize the estates performance through a new way which does not make any assumptions
and is based on an advanced marketing approach..
We utilize a rsyr benchmark, namely map and show the execution location of various phases in the map and reduce stages
respectively for the CBO and the current approach. “map” benchmark is an application that uses a specific thing for locating perpose
gor any thing in any aspects in the present field….
IV.
ARCHITECTURE
The segregated approach is a performance tuning approach that searches the rsyr estates for the application specific configurations
in a given cluste to achieve optimized performance. It is designed for repeated long-running application.
1) Home : where these is verey helped one in configurating the home system in the register purpose and which will get back the
user to the home state from other state.
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2) About us: where about us states an weel defined pattern for knowing others about us in a knowing manner which were clearly
defined. To understand….
3) Services : where services states an weel defined pattern for knowing others about our services in a specific knowing manner
which were clearly defined. to understand….it has about(sealing and purchasing)
4) Contact us : which is an office and personal numbers about marketing.
5) Map : map is the one of the best aspect in these content because knowing the correct address and ensuring the correct location
to the customers which displays all the places what the user exactly needs…
V.
ALGORITHM
Formulation of proposals for improvement measures needs to be based on a thorough investigation of current condition of the
housing stock. To provide complete and reliable input, a procedure adapted to current conditions was proposed (Figure 1, [1]). On
its basis one assessed the actions, derived from the guidelines, leading to proposals for revitalization programs of housing estates
regardless of the type of buildings and construction methods. The proposed revitalization algorithm involves a three aspect analysis
and consists of seven stages. In the first stage of the revitalization algorithm provides a general examination and description of
settlement. In particular, this is a collection of data relating: location and layout of the analyzed area, the age of objects, the type of
residential development and problems associated with it, the accompanying building and infrastructure of settlement, which will
allow for predicting social problems and raise questions to residents. In the second stage, one performs diagnostic tests, drawn up on
the basis of the fundamental aspects, carried out both for individual residential buildings and associated facilities (commercial
buildings, garages, garbage cans, playgrounds, squares, pavements, roadways), with infrastructure (networks and connections)

Fig 1. Algorithm for proposals for the revitalization of housing estates.
Diagnosis, in the technical aspect, is the evaluation of physical condition of the housing stock assessment of its utility value of
individual objects. Analysis of archival documentation, including compulsory annual and five-year inspections and facilities books
[4] conducted by the author in several locations revealed that inspections are often superficial, and the maintenance records
incomplete. Still, they are meant to provide insight into the technical condition of the building and are to be checked in the process
of preparing the diagnosis. Moreover, evaluation of the value in use [5], determining the degree of wear and tear of buildings, e. g.
by weighted repair based on [6] provide useful input. The proposed scope of technical analysis is broader than this of the method of
weighted repair assumptions [6] by the planning of renovation actions and putting forward sets of specific solutions.
Diagnostics in terms of energy performance is an evaluation of energy consumption and includes summary data concerning earlier
measures to reduce energy consumption, and to assess actual energy consumption (thermo graphic surveys, energy audit of
buildings and settlements).
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Diagnosis in the social aspect conducted in direct interview is to supply information on the social structure of the estate, residents'
opinions on the estate’s deficiencies, buildings, and dwellings, and to assess the inhabitant’s willingness to participate in the
activities of revitalization. Such surveys provide also an insight into the flat user’s own modifications. Normally, the facility
manager has a very limited knowledge on what was done in private premises.
In stage III, the problems defined in the previous steps are juxtaposed and divided for these concerning the estate at large, particular
buildings, infrastructure and facilities, and their particular components.
Stage IV is devoted to defining specific solutions to the above problems with consideration to additional, estate-specific aspects
(structural, architectural, environmental etc.).
The selected improvement measures should match financial capacities and offer possibility of reducing energy consumption and
operating costs of housing and the estate’s infrastructure.
Stage V establishes guidelines for the estate revitalization program. The author proposes that four types of actions should be
considered, and their consequences examined: maintain as it is, repair, replace, for each building, piece of infrastructure or
component in question. This requires multidisciplinary knowledge, thus a team of experts should be appointed for these tasks.
In Stage VI, the revitalization program for the estate is finally decided.
Stage VII - the programme is represented as a set of projects (or actions) and their optimal sequence is established.
The presented algorithm seems to be a response to the needs of the revitalization process of housing estates. Stages I - III are
possible to be conducted by a representative of one engineering discipline. However, single discipline solutions in stage IV would
be insufficient, thus cooperation of representatives of other disciplines is necessary, especially for comprehensive project proposals
and selection of technical measures.
Stages V - VII require a co-operation of a multidisciplinary team of specialists, not only engineers, but also representatives of all
parties involved (estate managers, users).
To test the assumptions and verify the structure of the algorithm, it was applied to the input analysis and construction of a
revitalization programme proposal for a selected residential estate.
VI.
MODULES
The modules that are considered to have much significance in this are as follows.
A. Module Description
1) Sealing: Before you start house-hunting in earnest you need to find out how much money you can borrow, says David Holling
worth, broker at London & Country Mortgages. "Delays in getting the mortgage approved make vendors nervous and can drag
out the sale." Start by getting an "agreement in principle" from a lender, which will perform a credit search to gauge its
willingness to offer you a mortgage. "This will give you a clear idea of how much you can borrow and how much you can bid.
It also gives you credibility with vendors," he says.
2) Purchasing: Before you start house-hunting in earnest you need Start by getting an "agreement in principle" from a lender,
which will perform a credit search to gauge its willingness to offer you a mortgage. "This will give you a clear idea of how
much you can borrow and how much you can bid. It also gives you credibility with vendors," he says.
VII.
RESULT ANALYSIS
Result..!!??
where hear at the end of the result a customer ensures about the entire estate format and he concludes that an incredible output from
the client in this..
By where rsyr estates is an platform that each an every individual will easy understandable and easily usable one..
and the result will be followed in the (shown) in telangana registration..
VIII.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a way to utilize the application specific parameters that are generated by the reduce phase in the first pass
where hear estates provides a well defined marketing and these is our future.
A. “Real Estate for Your World"
B. It’s the 21st century way to find new future for your family.
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IX.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Future work can be done on optimizing the rest of the configuration marketing factors. The main issue that needs further focus is
lack of knowledge about marketing estates platform. Proper skill training is also needed for achieving marketing analysis. These
challenges needs to be furthermore focused to achieve full potential marketing estates data management.
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